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Importance of Neural Architectures in Vision

Design Innovations (2012 - Present): Deeper networks, stacked modules, skip connections,
squeeze-excitation block, ...



Importance of Neural Architectures in Vision

Can we try and learn good architectures automatically?



Neural Architecture Search



Neural Architecture Search: Early Work

• Neuroevolution: Evolutionary algorithms (e.g., Miller et al., 89;
Schaffer et al., 92; Stanley and Miikkulainen, 02; Verbancsics &
Harguess, 13)

• Random search (e.g., Pinto et al., 09)

• Bayesian optimization for architecture and hyperparameter tuning
(e.g., Snoek et al, 12; Bergstra et al., 13; Domhan et al., 15)



Renewed Interest in Neural Architecture Search (2017 -)



Neural Architecture Search: Key Ideas
• Specify the structure and connectivity of a neural network by using a

configuration string (e.g., [“Filter Width: 5”, “Filter Height: 3”, “Num
Filters: 24”])

• Zoph and Le (2017): Use a RNN (“Controller”) to generate this string
that specifies a neural network architecture

• Train this architecture (“Child Network”) to see how well it performs on
a validation set

• Use reinforcement learning to update the parameters of the Controller
model based on the accuracy of the child model

Slide courtesy Quoc Le



Training with REINFORCE (Zoph and Le, 2017)

Slide courtesy Quoc Le



Training with REINFORCE (Zoph and Le, 2017)

Slide courtesy Quoc Le



Training with REINFORCE (Zoph and Le, 2017)

Slide courtesy Quoc Le



Q-Learning with Experience Replay (Baker et al., 2017)



Computational Cost of NAS on CIFAR-10

Designing competitive networks can take hundreds of GPU-days! 
How to make neural architecture search more efficient? 

Image courtesy Witsuba et al. (2019)



How To Make NAS More Efficient?

• Currently, models defined by path A and path B are trained independently 

• Instead, treat all model trajectories as sub-graphs of a single directed acyclic graph 

• Use a search strategy (e.g., RL, Evolution) to choose sub-graphs. Proposed in ENAS 
(Pham et al, 2018)



Gradient-based NAS with Weight Sharing



Efficient NAS with Weight Sharing: Results on CIFAR-10



Challenge of NAS



Challenge of NAS

• Let 𝛼 ∈ 𝒜 and 𝜔! denote the network architecture and the network
parameters, respectively.

• A NAS problem is to find the optimal pair (𝛼∗, 𝜔!∗ ) such that the model
performance is maximized.

• Solving a NAS problem contains: search & evaluation.
• Evaluation step is of most importance in the solution of NAS.



Challenge of NAS
Inaccurate Evaluation in NAS

• To speed up the evaluation, recent works propose not to train each of the
candidates fully from scratch to convergence, but to train different candidates
concurrently by using shared network parameters.

• The learning of the supernet is as follows:

𝒲∗ = min
𝒲

ℒ$%&'((𝒲,𝒜;𝑿, 𝒀)

• However, the optimal network parameters 𝒲∗ does not necessarily indicate
the optimal parameters 𝜔∗ for the sub-nets.



Challenge of NAS
Block-wise NAS
• When the search space is small and all the candidates are fully and fairly

trained, the evaluation could be accurate.
• To improve the accuracy of the evaluation, we divide the supernet 𝒩 into 𝑁

blocks of smaller sub-space:
𝒩 = 𝒩) …𝒩'*+ ∘ 𝒩' …𝒩+

• Then we learn each block of the supernet separately using:

𝒲'
∗ = min

𝒲!
ℒ$%&'((𝒲' , 𝒜'; 𝑿, 𝒀)



Challenge of NAS
Block-wise NAS

• Finally, the architecture is searched across the different blocks in the whole 
search space 𝒜:

𝛼∗ = argmin
!∈𝒜

8
'.+

)

𝜆'ℒ/&0(𝒲'
∗ 𝛼' , 𝛼'; 𝑿, 𝒀)



Block-wise Supervision with Distilled Architecture 
Knowledge

Neural Architecture Search by Block-wisely Distilling Architecture Knowledge, CVPR 2020.



Block-wise Supervision with Distilled Architecture 
Knowledge
• A technical barrier in our block-wise NAS is lack of internal ground truth.
• Fortunately, we find that different blocks of an existing architecture have

different knowledge in extracting different patterns of an image.

Stewart Shipp and Semir Zeki. Segregation of pathways leading from area v2 to areas v4 and v5 of macaque monkey visual cortex. 
Nature, 315(6017):322–324, 1985.



Block-wise Supervision with Distilled Architecture 
Knowledge
• We also find that the knowledge not only lies, as the literature suggests,

in the network parameters, but also in the network architecture.
• Hence, we use the block-wise representation of existing models to

supervise our architecture search:

ℒ$%&'( 𝒲' , 𝒜'; 𝑋, 𝒴' =
1
𝐾

𝒴' − ?𝒴'(𝒳)
1

1



Block-wise Supervision with Distilled Architecture 
Knowledge

• For each block, we use the output 𝒴'2+ of the (𝑖 − 1)-th block of the
teacher model as the input of the 𝑖-th block of the supernet.

• Thus, the search can be sped up in a parallel way.

ℒ$%&'( 𝒲' , 𝒜'; 𝒴'2+, 𝒴' =
1
𝐾

𝒴' − ?𝒴'(𝒳)
1

1



Block-wise Supervision with Distilled Architecture 
Knowledge



Automatic Computation Allocation with Channel and 
Layer Variability



Automatic Computation Allocation with Channel and 
Layer Variability
• To better imitate the teacher, the model complexity of each block may need

to be allocated adaptively according to the learning difficulty of the
corresponding teacher block.

• With the input image size and the stride of each block fixed, the computation
allocation is only related to the width and depth of each block.

• Most previous works include identity as a candidate operation to increase
supernet scalability, which can bring difficulties for supernet convergence.



Automatic Computation Allocation with Channel and 
Layer Variability

• Instead, Liang et al. search for layer numbers with fixed operations first, and
subsequently searches for operations with a fixed layer number.

• To search for more candidate operations in this greedy way could lead to a
bigger gap from the real target.

Computation reallocation for object detection. International Conference on Learning Representations (ICLR), 2020.



Automatic Computation Allocation with Channel and 
Layer Variability
• With our block-wise search, we can train several cells with different

channel numbers or layer numbers independently in each stage to
ensure channel and layer variability without the interference of
identity operation.



Searching for Best Student Under Constraint



Searching for Best Student Under Constraint
• Our typical supernet contains about 10+3 sub-models. 

• How to evaluate? Random sampling? Evolutionary algorithms? RL?

• We propose a novel method to
• estimate the performance of all sub-models according to their
block-wise performance;

• Subtly traverse all the sub-models to select the top-performing
ones under certain constraints.



Searching for Best Student Under Constraint
Evaluation



Searching for Best Student Under Constraint
Searching
• To automatically allocate computational costs to each block, we need 

to make sure that the evaluation criteria are fair for each block.
• MSE loss is related to the size of the feature map and the variance of

the teacher’s feature map.
• To avoid any possible impact of this, we define a fair evaluation 

criterion as:

ℒ/&0 𝒲' , 𝒜'; 𝒴'2+, 𝒴' =
𝒴' − ?𝒴'(𝒴'2+) +
𝐾 C 𝜎(𝒴')



Searching for Best Student Under Constraint
Searching



Experiments



Experiments: Setups

• Choice of dataset and teacher model:
• ImageNet

• During architecture search, randomly select 50 images from each
class of the original training set

• Retrained from scratch on the original training set without
supervision from the teacher network

• CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, to test the transferability



Experiments: Performance of searched models
Comparison of state-of-the-art NAS models on ImageNet.



Experiments: Performance of searched models
Trade-off of Accuracy-Parameters and Accuracy-FLOPS on ImageNet



Experiments: Performance of searched models

Comparison of transfer learning performance of NAS models
on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100.



Experiments: Effectiveness
ImageNet accuracy of searched models and training loss of the supernet in
training progress.



Experiments: Training Progress
Feature map comparison between teacher (top) and student (bottom) of two blocks.



Experiments: Ablation Study

Comparison of DNA with different teacher.



Rebuttal Sharing



Rebuttal Sharing

Q: About the conclusion “architecture distillation is not restricted by the
performance of the teacher.”



Rebuttal Sharing

Q: Explanation of “knowledge lies in architecture”?



Rebuttal Sharing

Q: block-wise NAS seems similar to MnasNet.



Rebuttal Sharing

Q: Compare DNA with “other network + KD”.



Useful Survey Papers

• Elsken, Thomas, Jan Hendrik Metzen, and Frank Hutter. “Neural architecture search: A 
survey.” JMLR (2019).

• Wistuba, Martin, Ambrish Rawat, and Tejaswini Pedapati. “A Survey on Neural Architecture 
Search.” arXiv preprint arXiv:1905.01392 (2019).

• Pengzhen Ren, Yun Xiao, Xiaojun Chang, etal. “A Comprehensive Survey of Neural 
Architecture Search: Challenges and Solutions.” arXiv preprint arXiv: 2006.02903.



Code Available at https://github.com/changlin31/DNA

https://github.com/changlin31/DNA

